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Abstract 

Wildlife-vehicle collisions are increasing across both Europe and North America, with considerable 

implications for animal populations themselves, for human safety and in terms of economic cost. Deer 

are generally the primary species involved in wildlife-vehicle collisions. Common mitigation measures, 

such as warning signs, chemical repellent, wildlife underpasses and overpasses and roadside fencing, 

have however proven to have a limited efficacy. The development of tools aimed at predicting the 

real-time risk of hitting deer on a particular stretch of road can improve both human and wildlife 

safety, particularly if such tools can be adopted on a large scale. We analysed data on deer-vehicle 

collisions (DVCs) occurring on the major roads in England between 2008-2014, collected on behalf of 

Highways England agency. Using zero-inflated regression models, we analysed the relationships 

between DVCs and data on environmental, bioclimatic and traffic-related factors, on different spatial 

scales and for different seasons. Traffic flow, average precipitation, and a combination of suburban 

areas and broadleaved forest were generally associated with increased frequency of DVCs. We used 

the results of these models to draw seasonal risk maps, which could potentially be used to target 

appropriate mitigation or measures aimed at increasing driver awareness. 

 

 

Key words: Deer-Vehicle Collisions, Risk maps, Road management, Wildlife management, Urban 

wildlife. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Because formal records are maintained only in relatively few countries (Langbein et al., 2011),  it is 

difficult to offer an accurate estimate for the total number of ungulate-vehicle collisions (UVCs) 

occurring in Europe; it is evident however that collisions of motor vehicles with deer and other wild 

ungulates have substantially increased over the past few decades in most European countries 

(Langbein et al., 2011). The scale and recent escalation of ungulate collisions in Europe are mirrored 

by figures from North America. The number of deer-vehicle collisions (hence: DVC) in the United 

States during the early 1990’s was estimated as 538,000 per annum by Romin and Bissonette (1996) 

and 726,000 by (Conover, 1997), although the latter suggested that even then the true figure may 

well have been in excess of 1 million. Annual assessments undertaken by the US Insurance Institute 

for Highway Safety confirm that DVCs in the US had risen to over 1.5 million per annum by 2004 

(Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 2004). 

UVCs also lead to human fatalities and injuries as well as damage to vehicles and property. Statistics 

for the United Kingdom indicate that, between 2000 and 2005, on average 12 human fatalities 

occurred per year as the result of road accidents involving deer, with 100 incidents causing serious 

injuries and 450 slight injuries (Langbein and Putman, 2006). There is not a great deal of comparable 

data available for other countries in Europe; although it is estimated that as many as 30,000 human 

injury accidents were caused each year in traffic collisions with ungulates in Europe as a whole (Groot 

Bruinderink and Hazebroek, 1996). Although the majority of collisions with ungulates generally result 

in only slight injury to humans, damage to cars and property can be substantial. Estimating the 

economic cost of such minor incidents is complex, because in some cases only the direct costs of 

damage to vehicles and property is presented (Langbein and Putman, 2006), while in other estimates 

a component is added in respect of human injury and associated cost of emergency services 

(Langbein, 2011).  

Besides implications in terms of human injury and damage to property, collisions also may have a 

major impact on ungulate populations themselves (Groot Bruinderink and Hazebroek, 1996; Niemi et 

al., 2015). Such levels of mortality may have significant impact at the level of the population; in many 

European countries, mortality on the roads equals or exceeds mortality imposed through hunting or 

deliberate culling (Apollonio et al., 2010; Putman, 2008).  

Several mitigation measures may be considered such as warning signs, chemical repellent, wildlife 

underpasses and overpasses and roadside fencing.  The relative efficacy of such measures has been 

reviewed by for example Iuell (2004), Langbein et al. (2011), see also Found and Boyce (2011b), Grace 

et al. (2015) and (Wakeling et al., 2015). The effectiveness of mitigation (and the optimum siting of 

any mitigation measures attempted) can be increased with a greater understanding of the various 
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factors contributing to increased accident risk.  It is widely recognised that accident risk changes with 

season (Groot Bruinderink and Hazebroek, 1996; Hartwig, 1991; Langbein, 1985, 2011; Mysterud, 

2004; Pokorny, 2006), time of day (Hothorn et al., 2012; Kušta et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2014),  traffic 

speed and traffic volume (Zuberogoitia et al., 2014), presence or absence of a central barrier and road 

characteristics, as well as a number of characteristics of the wider environment (association with 

forest cover, landscape diversity, road visibility, presence of corridors as rivers, dry gullies or other 

linear structures perpendicular to the roadway etc.) (Bashore et al., 1985; Finder et al., 1999; 

Langbein et al., 2011; Malo et al., 2004; Montgomery et al., 2013; Seiler, 2004). Closer understanding 

of  the level of association between these factors and the frequency of UVCs, can provide valuable 

insights into collision risk and collision frequency while also assisting decisions about what may be the 

most effective measures of mitigation in any given instance (Malo et al., 2004).  

In this context, predictive models of collisions as a function of road and landscape features, represent 

a useful tool for preventing UVCs and mitigating their effects. Such models can be developed with 

different methods and on different spatial scales (Gunson et al., 2011; Litvaitis and Tash, 2008). 

Investigating the effect of some factors on ungulate-vehicle collisions in Sweden, Seiler (2004) focused 

on the comparison between analyses conducted at national, county, district and parish level. At 

higher (landscape) scales he found that the density of ungulate-vehicle collisions/100 km of public 

road was affected mostly by traffic volumes, while with increased resolution, habitat factors and road 

features gained greater significance in predicting the frequency of collisions. Uzal (2013) undertook 

similar analyses on DVC data for England between 2003 and 2010, analysing the degree to which 

density of collisions in grid squares might be affected by habitat, landscape and road features; like 

Seiler (2004) he analysed different spatial scales, but found the same main factors associated with 

accident frequency at increasing  scale of analysis [1km x 1km, 2.5 km x 2.5km, 5km x 5km ]. While the 

variables selected by the models did not change significantly at the different spatial scales however, 

the explanation of the variation in density of DVCs by the same array of  variables increased from 

38%, when considering 1x1km squares, to 50% at 2.5x2.5km and 68% at the 5x5km spatial scale. 

Hothorn et al. (2012) developed models incorporating data on climate, land use, harvest data, road 

features and management strategies to estimate the risk of DVC at municipality level on the expected 

number of DVC/km. The authors developed their models using administrative borders as sampling 

units and used the model to draw a predictive map of the collision risk, which classified each 

municipality according to an estimated  index of expected deer-vehicle collisions.  

Other modelling approaches are based on the prediction of the probability of DVC from the 

comparison between ‘hotspots’ and ‘coldspots’. Hubbard et al. (2000) used logistic regression to 

compare variables measured around each DVC hotspot in Iowa (USA) with an equal number of 

random points. Similar approaches were adopted by Ng et al. (2008) and by Found and Boyce (2011a), 
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who compared variables describing roadside habitat and roadway characteristics, measured in 

circular plot around road intersections with high DVC frequency with those measured around low DVC 

frequency intersections. They subsequently used logistic regression analyses to assess how the 

variables considered affected the probability of DVC occurrence. Girardet et al. (2015) have shown 

that in addition to considerations of  habitat composition and structure, inclusion of measures of 

habitat connectivity at a regional level can improve the predictive power of models produced. 

The possibility of applying the results from DVC models of this sort to supply spatially explicit tools, 

such as risk maps showing differing probability of DVC risk, is potentially of great importance for road 

and traffic management. The prediction of the number of possible accidents for a given road section, 

obtained with a modelling approach starting from a set of actual reported accidents, can be by used 

subjects in charge of road management and safety as a baseline to monitor future changes in DVC 

frequency, and therefore to evaluate the success of mitigation strategies which may have been 

implemented in the meantime. Furthermore, understanding where the DVC are more likely to occur 

can give managers a tool for prioritizing the spatial extent of intervention measures (Meisingset et al., 

2013), particularly when resources are limited. Finally, the spatial information about the potential risk 

of collision could be easily included in a global positioning system (GPS) navigation device, in order to 

provide drivers with a more dynamic warning signal system, that informs about the risk in real time.  

In the current study, we used DVCs data collected in England between the years 2008 to 2014 to 

develop a large-scale assessment of incident frequency across the whole of the country, analysing 

how landscape and road/traffic features affected the frequency of deer-vehicle collisions. In addition, 

we have used our modelling approach to develop seasonal risk maps as a dynamic tool for predicting 

areas of highest risk in order that efforts at mitigation may be most closely targeted on areas of 

highest risk. For this modelling and analysis we have restricted assessments at present to available 

DVC data for the strategic road network (motorways and A-class trunk roads) only.    

Other authors have reported the effects of different environmental and traffic-related variables on 

the frequency of DVCs and have assessed the relative importance of these different variables at 

different spatial scales. However, researches on country-scale generally lack in the translation of 

authors’ findings into spatially explicit tools such as risk maps, whereas the majority of works that 

indeed provided such tools, were generally targeted only on local scales, such as provinces and 

municipalities (Colino-Rabanal and Peris, 2016; Niemi et al., 2015; Uzal, 2013). Management of the 

main road network in most countries is generally undertaken at  provinicial or national level . 

Producing tools that can be used to predict risk above a local scale is therefore a key factor in road 

management, public safety and wildlife conservation. Our work represents a first attempt that take 

into account both a country-scale analysis and a road-level application of the results. Although 

restricted to an analysis of DVC risk in one particular country (England) it is our intention to 
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demonstrate an approach which might be useful for wider applications in other areas and countries, 

to provide appropriate methods for determining areas of high DVC risk to road and public safety 

managers, who may better be able to target limited resources in effective mitigation.  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Data collection 

The Deer Collisions database for England maintained by the Deer Initiative on behalf of Highways 

England provided a dataset of 57,011 geo-referenced records of DVCs within England from 2003 to 

2014. Most of the records (67.9%) didn’t include the information about the species, whereas the rest 

of the data were 36.6% fallow deer (Dama dama), 32.4 muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi), 28.1 roe deer 

(Capreolus capreolus), 1.9 red deer (Cervus elaphus), 0.6 sika deer (Cervus Nippon), 0.6 Chinese water 

deer (Hydropotes inermis). Records for this study were deliberately restricted to the Trunk Road 

Network between 2008-2014, for an overall dataset of 6,139 DVCs. Data collected before 2008 were 

excluded because they were not collected in a standardized and homogeneous way. For management 

purposes, Highways England splits the trunk road network into several segments; the average length 

of these segments is 5.5 km (± 0.10 SE). For convenience in stratifying our samples (and linking this to 

ancillary information available about road character, traffic flows etc.), we assigned any reported 

incident to one of these pre-defined road segments wherever possible. If insufficient locational data 

was available for a given incident, we assigned it to the nearest segment within a buffer of 150m. 

Data on average traffic flows and traffic volume for each segment were provided from Highways 

England. In particular, we assigned to each road segment the annual average daily flow (AADT); where 

direct data were not available values were interpolated from expected flow and average flow for a 

given road type. 

For each road segment, we assessed a number of bioclimatic variables as well as various 

characteristics of the road segment itself and surrounding and habitats. For the bioclimatic variables, 

we assigned values compiled within the WorldClim database (www.worldclim.org) at the maximum 

available resolution, i.e. 30 arc-seconds (~ 1 km) grid, calculating the average values of cells crossed 

by each road segment. Following the approach of Hothorn et al. (2012), we selected the annual mean 

temperature (bio1), temperature seasonality (i.e. the coefficient of variation of annual temperature; 

bio4), minimum temperature of coldest month (bio6), temperature annual range (bio7), mean 

temperature of warmest quarter (bio10), mean temperature of coldest quarter (bio11), annual 

precipitation (bio12), precipitation of warmest quarter (bio18) and precipitation of coldest quarter 

(bio19)  (Numbers cited refer to the codes assigned to each variable by worldbioclim.org). 
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For the road features, we considered the distance of the road segment from the closest forest or 

woodland area with a minimum size of 5 ha, considering separately broadleaved and coniferous 

forest. We arbitrarily chosen 5ha as a minimum size to avoid including small areas, such as 

hedgerows, wrongly classified as forest by the LCM map. By calculating the ratio of the curvilinear 

length and the Euclidean distance between the end points of the road, we assigned an index value 

describing twistiness or sinuosity of the roadway.  

Deer presence/absence was considered as another dummy variable, with value 1 if the road crossed a 

cell of known deer distribution, according to established species distribution maps (Putman and 

Ward, 2010; Ward, 2005; Ward et al., 2008). 

Habitat descriptors were obtained from the Land Cover Map 2007 (LCM2007) (Morton et al., 2011), 

with a minimum detail of 0.5 ha, and were then  grouped into 8 generic variables: arable land, 

broadleaf forest, coniferous forest, freshwater, heather, meadow, suburban areas and urban areas. 

We subsequently calculated percentage of different cover types at different spatial scales, specifically 

within zones as 100 m, 250 m, 500 m and 1 km shaped around each road segment.  For each spatial 

scale, using the tool Patch Analyst© for Arcgis (Rempel et al., 2012),  we also calculated additional 

landscape metrics : mean patch size (MPS) of each or all habitats, mean perimeter/area ratio (MPAR), 

edge density (ED) and Shannon diversity index. 

Data analysis 

To investigate the effect of habitat and road features on the frequency of DVCs, we performed 2 main 

series of analyses. In the first case, we used as the dependent variable simply the number of reported 

collisions (DVC raw count) along a given road segment, averaged by year, with traffic volume included 

within the explanatory variables, to predict the expected DVC/year. In a second analysis, we defined a 

DVC risk index, expressed as the ratio between the average number of DVCs and the average traffic 

volume, normalized by log-transformation and scaled from 0 (minimum risk) to 1 (maximum risk). In 

both cases, we included the length of a given road segment as a model offset. 

To select the habitat variables for inclusion in our models we first reduced multicollinearity among 

predictors, based on the calculation of variance inflation factor (VIF) (Zuur et al., 2010). Starting from 

the full dataset we followed a stepwise procedure, calculating the VIF of each explanatory variable. 

For each step, we eliminated the variable with the highest VIF from the global model and we stopped 

when all the variables in the subset had a VIF ≤ 5 (Rogerson, 2001).  

Analysing the distribution of both our response variables (raw DVC and DVC risk index), we found a 

clear negative binomial distribution, with a high number of zero cases. In reflection of this, we used 

zero-inflated models (ZIF) to analyse the effect of predictor variables on number of DVCs or calculated 
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DVC risk for each segment. A ZIF model is a regression used to model count data with an excess of 

zero counts (Long and Freese, 2006). Specifically, in such models, the excess of zeros is considered as 

generated by a separate process from the count values and is modelled independently. Thus, a ZIF 

model has generally two parts: a logit model for predicting excess of zeros and a count model, that 

generally follows a Poisson or a Negative Binomial distribution. In our case, we used general mixed 

effects models with binomial distribution for the zero component and a negative binomial distribution 

for the count component, including the road segment ID as random effect in both cases. 

Starting from the variables obtained after the VIF stepwise process we subsequently developed the 

ZIF models following an information theoretic approach (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) based on the 

calculation of the Quasi Akaike’s Information Criterion (QAIC) (Bolker et al., 2009). In particular, we 

selected, after data dredgning, the model with the lowest QAIC as the best, ranking the following 

ones by their differences from the lowest AIC (Δi). Furthermore, we measured the relative importance 

of models by their Akaike weights (wi). Finally, we used model averaging using models with Δi<2 to 

obtain weighted averaged coefficients and to rank them according to their predictive importance 

(∑wi) (Anderson et al., 2001). All analyses (DVC/year and DVC risk index) were performed for the 4 

spatial scales considered (100 m, 250 m, 500 m and 1 km). Since we didn’t have any assumption on 

how the considered variables affected both the zero and the count component, these were analysed 

separately, i.e. we performed the multi-model inference independently on the zero and on the count 

component. 

The original dataset was split into two equal subsets, randomly assigning road segment to a training 

and to a test subset; models were developed using the training subset, following the information 

theoretic approach as described in the previous paragraph, and validated on the test subset. In 

particular, the zero-inflation component of the model was validated by calculating the correct 

percentage of classification of the test subset and by calculating the area under curve (AUC) of 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The count component was validated by the 

coefficient, significance and R2 value of a linear regression of the observed on the fitted values in the 

test subset, as predicted by the model developed on the training subset.  

All analyses were first run considering the average yearly values of DVCs and DVC risk index pooled by 

season. Once we chose the best spatial scale, according to the model validations, we repeated the 

analysis on DVC risk index for individual seasons, with the aim of highlighting differences in the effect 

of environmental variables, or in their predictive importance, in predicting risk in different seasons. 

The best models were finally used to reclassify each segment of the trunk road network to create 

maps of relative risk, one for each season. To build the maps we proceeded as follows. First we used 

the zero component of the model to predict the probability of a zero classification. To select the 
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threshold at which considering the road a “zero road”, we used a prevalence approach, i.e. using the 

prevalence, or frequency of occurrence of non-zeros, of the model-building data (Cramer, 2003) for its 

simplicity and effectiveness (Liu et al., 2013). Once each segment was classified as zero or non-zero, 

we applied the count component of the model to the non-zero roads, in order to predict the expected 

number of DVC/year, and the DVC risk index (in case of both pooled and separated seasons) for each 

road segment. Finally, to compare the relative risk between each season, we performed a related-

samples Friedman’s two-way analysis of variance by ranks, with pairwise comparisons. 

 

RESULTS 

Models of both DVC/year and DVC risk are split into two parts: the zero-inflation component and the 

count component. In order to make the tables simpler to interpret, we have elected, in the zero 

component tables, to report the inverse of the coefficient, which shows the effect of the variable on a 

non-zero classification of the road segment (i.e. on the probability of having at least one collision). 

The coefficients in the count model show the effects of different variables, respectively, on the 

expected number of DVCs in Tables A and B and on the DVC risk index in Tables C and D of the 

supplementary material. 

In the expected DVC/year model (Tab. A and B), average traffic flow (AADT) was one of the most 

important variables (∑w=1.00) positively affecting the probability that the road segment was classified 

as a non-zero (i.e. a road segment where we expect at least one collision/year) at all the four spatial 

scales considered. However, beyond predicting the likely occurrence of at least one incident, traffic 

flow had no noticeable effect in determining the number of expected collisions. Another predictor 

with a similar effect was annual precipitation (Bio12), showing how roads in areas with higher rainfall 

are more likely to have at least one collision, although the actual amount of rain did not seem to 

affect the number of collisions. The presence of deer (P_deer) showed a similar pattern. Distance 

from coniferous forests was included in the most important variables in determining the non-zero 

component, with a negative effect, but no effect emerged for determining the number of expected 

collisions, indicating that road closer to coniferous forests had a higher chance to report a DVC, but 

not a higher number of DVCs. On the contrary, the position of roads with respect to broadleaved 

forests seems to have an effect mostly on the number of expected collisions.  

The proportion of broadleaved forest had a positive effect on determining both the non-zero 

component and the count component, indicating an effect on both non-zero classification and on the 

number of expected collisions as well. This effect did not vary between the four spatial scales.  
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The proportion of urban areas was ranked among the most important predictors as well, but negative 

coefficients in both the components of the model, for all the four spatial scales, indicate that the 

presence of urbanized areas are negatively associated with both the likelihood of having at least one 

collision and on the number of expected collisions. The percentage of suburban areas around the road 

always had a positive effect, but in the zero component its predictive importance decreases from fine 

to larger scale (∑w=1.00 at 100m, 0.48 at 250m, 0.23 at 500m, 0.20 at 1km), whereas in the count 

component was always ranked among the most important variables with a ∑w=1.00.  

Shannon diversity index and mean patch size (MPS) had a high predictive importance in all the 

components of the model, and they indicated a high probability of having collision and a higher 

number of expected collisions in landscapes characterized by small patches but with a low diversity of 

habitats, in particular at 250m, 500m and 1km. 

With regard to the DVC risk index on pooled seasons (Tab. C and D), the non-zero inflation component 

of the model gave similar results to the expected annual DVC model. The main differences were 

related to the predictive importance of some variables in determining the relative DVC risk index. 

Here in fact, the percentage of broadleaved forest in the 500m strip around the road segments lose 

predictive power. However, the importance of broadleaved forest in determining the count 

component of the risk models, increased with the spatial scale (∑w=0.12 at 100m, 0.16 at 250m, 0.25 

at 500m, 0.42 at 1km). 

Among the different spatial scales considered, the zero-inflation component of the expected 

DVC/year models were comparable in terms of ROC curve and percentage of correct classification of 

the test subset (Tab. E in supplementary material). The AUC values varied between 0.77 and 0.78 and 

the correct classifications varied between 81.1% and 82.0%. The count component of the models 

showed similar predictive power. In all the considered cases in fact, the coefficient of the linear 

regression of the observed on the predicted DVC values was between 0.67-0.68 and the explained 

variance (R2) was between 0.518-0.561.  

The validation of the risk index models showed no particular differences in both the zero-inflation and 

in the count component. In the first case the AUC values were the same for each spatial scale and the 

correct classifications varied between 80.4 % and 81.6 %; in the second case the coefficients varied 

between 0.85 and 0.86, and the R2 varied between 0.796 and 0.826. 

Since we did not find substantial differences between the four scales, we decided to build the final 

maps using the model at 500 m, to compare our results with similar recent studies who used a similar 

scale (Finder et al., 1999; Hubbard et al., 2000; Uzal, 2013; Zuberogoitia et al., 2014). The four 

seasonal models for DVC risk index gave similar results, but some minor differences emerged with 

respect of the predictive importance of some variables. Detailed results of seasonal models are 
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reported in the supplementary material (tables F and G). The maps of relative risk classify each road 

segment into 5 different categories, according to the value of the predicted risk index (0.0 - 0.2: low 

risk, 0.2 - 0.4: medium-low risk, 0.4 – 0.6: medium risk, 0.6 – 0.8: medium-high risk, 0.8 – 1.0: high 

risk) (Fig. 1).  

Comparison between seasonal risk maps showed overall significant differences between the seasons 

(χ2 = 370.462, P < 0.001) and significant differences appeared in all pairwise comparisons except that 

between autumn and winter (P = 0.536). In particular risk is predicted to be higher in spring (mean 

risk = 0.158, mean rank = 2.75), followed by summer (mean risk = 0.145, mean rank = 2.54), autumn 

(mean risk = 0.135, mean rank =2.34) and winter (mean risk = 0.130, mean rank = 2.37).  

DISCUSSION 

Modelling the frequency and the risk of DVCs as a function of landscape features, other authors have 

already indicated habitat composition as one of the main factors affecting collision risk (Bashore et al., 

1985; Finder et al., 1999; Langbein et al., 2011; Malo et al., 2004; Montgomery et al., 2013; Seiler, 

2004).  Our findings show that DVCs are more likely to occur when roads are close to (or running 

through) significant areas of woodland/forest (Hothorn et al., 2012; Malo et al., 2004; Uzal, 2013). In 

particular in our models, increasing distance from areas of both coniferous and broadleaved forest 

emerged as an important factor that lowers the probability of DVC occurrence, and it had a negative, 

although of less importance, effect on the DVC risk index, indicating therefore that roads close to 

forests are considered more at risk of collision. In the same context, we found a positive effect of the 

percentage of different habitats within in the 500m strip around individual road segments comprised 

of broadleaved forest.  

Although in our results the percentage of urban area had generally a negative effect on the number of 

expected DVCs/year, there was a clear positive effect of suburban areas. Such a finding is consistent 

with observations of Langbein (2008) who showed that in England, 44% of all recorded DVCs fall 

within 1 mile of built up areas. Suburban areas are characterized by a patchy mix of urban and semi-

natural habitat, thus our findings are consistent with Anderson et al. (2011) and Duarte et al. (2015) 

who reported that deer would use urban areas if a forest matrix surround them. However, the effect 

of suburban areas seemed to be lower in the risk model. If we consider that the urbanized areas are 

characterized by a higher traffic flow, we expect an overall higher number of collisions (Valero et al., 

2015), but conversely the risk of hitting a deer will be lower, because of the relatively higher number 

of cars present on each road segment. Partially confirming this, we found a clear positive effect of the 

average annual daily traffic on the probability of classifying the road as a non-zero, in the model which 

considers DVCs/year.  
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Besides habitat composition, our models also gave consideration to the effect of habitat structure. 

The negative effects of Shannon diversity index in all the components of the models, together with 

the negative effect of mean patch size (MPS) suggest that a more diversified landscape decreases the 

number and risk of DVCs. This is inconsistent with Malo et al. (2004) and Nielsen et al. (2003), who 

showed how the Shannon diversity index was positively associated with plots with high number of 

DVCs, but this incongruity could be explained by the different modelling approaches used.  

Habitat and landscape composition may play a different role at different spatial scales (Seiler, 2004; 

Uzal, 2013). For example, the presence and abundance of forest covered areas in the immediate 

vicinity of a road raises the probability of deer crossing and therefore we may expect a higher collision 

risk, whereas patches of forest at higher distances play a minor role. Even if our models at the four 

different spatial scales did not show particular differences in terms of predictive power, some 

differences emerged in the effect and in the predictive importance of the single variables considered. 

Surprisingly, proportion of forest of both broadleaf and conifer did not show differences between the 

different spatial scale but the presence of open areas such as meadows lowered the probability of 

having a DVC at 100m, with a high predictive importance of the variable, although its negative effect 

seems to be of less importance at 1km scale. A variable that had a contrary effect at the two opposite 

scales was the Shannon diversity index, with a positive effect at 100m but a negative effect at 1km. 

The proportion of urbanized areas showed a similar trend as well: at fine scale it did not seem to 

affect the DVCs, or it had a slightly positive effect, but on a broader extent, when considering a buffer 

of 1km, the models suggested that a higher proportion of dense urban areas is associated with a 

lower risk of collision. 

Climate variables are known to affect deer densities in temperate forests (Latham et al., 1997; 

Mysterud et al., 2008), and the use of bioclimatic variables to assess the risk of DVC, has been 

recently suggested by Hothorn et al. (2012). In our models we found effects of two climatic variables 

in particular: precipitation and minimum temperatures. Low winter temperature are known to affect 

deer density by increasing mortality, and precipitation is generally negatively associated with deer 

density, since rain can have a direct effect on reproductive success and neonatal mortality (Putman et 

al., 1996). Also, the interaction between rainfall and low temperature has a general effect on car 

crashes (Caliendo et al., 2007), therefore it is reasonable to expect that this can be reflected on DVCs 

as well. 

In our models, we could not include the effect of deer densities on frequency of DVCs because 

detailed information on species densities was lacking. Available data are largely restricted to 

presence/absence data for each species in each 10km2 square. While estimates of abundance  for 

fallow deer, roe deer, red deer and muntjac in England have been presented by Putman and Ward 

(2010), their estimates were built on the basis of the potential abundance of each species, as derived 
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by a modelling approach. Although their models were characterized by a good predictive power, we 

decided to avoid to include this information because we were more interested in the actual, and not 

in the potential, abundance. Presence/absence of deer within a section affected the probability of the 

road segment having at least one reported incident (non-zero component) but had no effect on 

number of accidents reported or expected. This reinforces the idea that in order to have a DVC at all, 

it is necessary for deer to be present in the surrounding area, but, beyond that, other factors seem to 

play a more significant role. In his analyses, Uzal (2013) found environmental and road/traffic-related 

variables could account for up to 70 % of the variance in accident frequency at a landscape [10km2] 

scale, thus in practice leaving comparatively little to be explained by variations in ungulate density.  

Seasonal patterns in the distribution of DVCs have been shown to be related to times of increased 

movement, particularly in association with breeding and dispersal (Desire and Recobet, 1990; Groot 

Bruinderink and Hazebroek, 1996; Hartwig, 1991; Pokorny, 2006). 

Our seasonal models are partially in accordance with  previous reports as they indeed show the 

highest DVC risk in spring and summer but many authors report a secondary accident peak in late 

autumn (Langbein, 2011) which is possibly associated with increased movement of  fallow, sika or red 

deer at the time of the rut.  The autumn peak may alternatively be ascribed to the shorter day length 

or to the change from summer time to GMT at the end of October (which suddenly brings the peak of 

traffic in line with the peak of activity of deer) (Langbein, 2011). This secondary autumn peak did not 

emerge in our seasonal risk models; however, distinction between these seasonal models did not 

include known changes in deer behaviour at different seasons. The lack of any indication of a peak in 

autumn based on our results is likely to be affected also by our model being restricted to motorways 

and other major roads, some of which deer will tend to cross mostly during spring dispersal, and may 

be unable to identify other seasonal peaks more apparent on smaller roads. 

Identification of environmental factors associated with increased risk of DVCs also suggests possible 

options for mitigation in high risk areas. Of the variables identified as associated with greater 

frequency or risk of DVCs, some, as bioclimatic variables or proportion of suburban areas, are unlikely 

to be artificially modified. By converse, others are potentially able to be manipulated to achieve 

reduction in risk. For example, clearance of forest vegetation, that in our models had an important 

effect, can decrease the risk of DVC by improving visibility for both deer and drivers (Meisingset et al., 

2014).  

Deer-vehicle collision mitigation measures are generally grouped into three main categories (Groot 

Bruinderink and Hazebroek, 1996; Langbein et al., 2011; Putman et al., 2004): (1) prevent or control 

crossing, (2) provide safer crossing places and (3) increase driver awareness. An effective cost-benefit 

analysis of the most common mitigation measures was presented by  Huijser et al. (2009) and 
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Langbein et al. (2011) provided an extensive review of advantages and disadvantages of the most 

common reported measures. 

When resources are limited, especially from the economic point of view, it is important that they are 

directed to actions and measures that are more likely to produce substantial results. For DVC 

mitigation strategies in particular, the effort should be concentrated on road segments in which a 

higher number of collisions is likely to occur. Within this framework, our expected DVC/year model 

can provide road managers an important tool to prioritize the intervention measures on roads on 

which we expect a higher number of collisions, and therefore to optimize cost-effectiveness of 

warning or preventative measures. The information on how many DVCs are likely to occur for each 

road segment, moreover, can supply a baseline for future monitoring, and to evaluate the 

effectiveness of mitigation actions, such as the building of new over/underpasses, fences or wildlife 

signage. 

The models we present are simple and although they are characterized by good predictive power, we 

acknowledge that some drawbacks and limitations prevent them from being fully applicable in all 

contexts. Our models, for example, did not take into account the time of the day. In most cases our 

data did include information on the time at which an incident was reported; however we recognised 

that it is likely that the time the collision was reported did not necessarily coincide with the time the 

collision occurred, in particular when animals which are hit at night are found dead in the following 

morning. For this reason we did not include it in our analyses. If resolution of daily risk factors can be 

improved, our models could be easily implemented in a GPS navigation system or on a mobile phone 

application, and could give drivers an immediate information on the risk they are facing in a very 

precise moment and location.  

Our study was inevitably restricted in focus to consideration of one specific country (England), but we 

use this as an exemplar to illustrate an approach which we believe has much wider application. The 

possibility of identifying the main factors affecting accident frequency along a given road-stretch in 

some, and the consequent ability to produce detailed risk maps that take into account both 

environmental factors and traffic conditions, represents a substantial step towards increasing the 

ability of managers to target limited resources in the most cost-effective way to  increase the safety of 

both humans and wildlife on roads, particularly if this can be done under standardized and shared 

protocols. 

With our models we considered an average value of traffic flow, but we assumed that it did not 

change between the four seasons. Information on real time traffic flows is in many cases already and 

easily available. Systems like Google Traffic (www.maps.google.com) for example are able to generate 

a real time traffic map, by analyzing the GPS locations transmitted by a large number of mobile phone 
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users. The possibility to integrate our models with this real-time information would considerably 

improve their effectiveness, since they could instantly give drivers the information about DVC risk 

taking into account the basic models, with the effect of landscape and road features and the real-time 

information on traffic and speed. This sort of real-time warning sign would have the main advantage 

of having a very low cost, because it only would need a server-based system that constantly update 

the model, whereas drivers could obtain the information on the actual DVC risk simply using a mobile 

application. Furthermore, it could prevent drivers from habituation to the more classic warning signs, 

since it would give different warnings according to precise conditions of landscape, traffic and speed. 
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 – Map of seasonal predicted Deer-Vehicle collision (DVC) risk on major road network in 
England, obtained by results of zero-inflated models of habitat variables vs DVC data collected 
between 2008-2014. Seasons are defined by the astronomical definition (equinoxes and soltices). 
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